
 

When a new horse is registered with the Barock Pinto 
Studbook, a certain procedure must be followed. The 
animal can be born with you, or be purchased by you. 
If you want to register a (purchased) horse with the Barock 
Pinto, please use the form ‘Application form’. When the 
horse is born with you and the foal is from an approved 
Barock Pinto stud, you will receive a proof of breeding from 
the stud owner. This is a similar form, but the information 
on the stallion has been filled out already. These can only 
be requested by the stud owner. 
It is very important that this document is filled out 
carefully, completely and legible. This information is 
necessary for a speedy and complete registration of your 
horse. The date of birth cannot be forgotten. Your foal is 
chipped by a licensed veterinarian, or micro-chipper, after 
which they will place the matching sticker with the 
matching chip-number, in the appropriate space on the 
form and signs for this. A hair sample must be collected and 
send in, from both the mother and the foal, to register the 
DNA profile with the Van Haeringen laboratory. Through 
this DNA profile, the given father is verified. For a good 
registration, it is important that this sample is collected by a 
registered veterinarian/micro-chipper and, once again, that 
it is signed for. This must be the same signature as the one 
given for the microchip. This hair sample must contain the 
follicles, since these contain the DNA material and will be 
collected from the manes or tail. If possible, we like to see 
these samples is airtight, flat, sample-bags, that hold the 
name of the horse on it.  
 
For the application of a passport, it is important to use a 
fully and correctly filled out sketch. The BPS uses the AES 
sketch form for this. This form must be filled out by a 
veterinarian, or a licensed foal inspector. At Barock Pinto 
inspections, you usually see Mr. Vonck, our regular foal 
inspector, with whom we have had very good experiences 
with, as a sketcher. Additionally, he is also allowed to 
collect hair samples and place micro-chips. For a Barock 
Pinto sketch, the white markings are drawn in the sketch, 
not the colored areas. These are also the EU regulations for 
sketches. 
 
Without a sketch-form, an incorrectly filled out sketch 
form, or a non-AES form, cannot be processed by the BPS 
and will result in a standstill for the registration, until the 

necessary information is complete. When a registration is 
incomplete, or incorrect, the registration comes to a halt. 
 
For the registration of an older horse, new to the Barock 
Pinto, or a horse that comes from a different studbook, the 
registration becomes more complicated, for us. For these 
horses, DNA from both parents must be provided, 
accompanied with the official studbook information, with 
regards to the pedigree. A copy of a family tree online, is 
not enough for a successful registration! 

 When this information can no longer be found, or 
checked, the pedigree will include ‘unknown’ and 
possibly a move in registry (foal-book, pre-book). 
Providing the BPS with a registration as complete as 
possible can help prevent this. After receiving a 
complete registration, it will be put into the computer 
system, during office hours (this is mostly on 
weekends, since the studbook is run by volunteers). 
After putting the registration in the computer system, 
the DNA examination request is prepared and sent, 
along with the samples. This examination takes a few 
(max 8) weeks, after which the information is 
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Now that the foal season is around the corner, the Barock Pinto Studbook, will process many new 

registrations. During the last months, we have met many new interested people, which means many 

people will be new to this procedure. Therefore, a bit of a reminder, which can of course also be useful for 

our other members. 
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returned to us, along with the results. If the results 
are affirmative, we can send in the prepared 
application 
for the 
passport. 
After some 
weeks, the 
passport is 
sent to us 
and we can 
complete 
the 
registration, 
by adding 
the studbook 
paper. After 
this, you will 
receive the 
passport and 
studbook 
paper. At 
this point, 
the wait is 
over and the 
registration 
is complete. 
The more 
complete 
the registration is send in, the 
faster the Barock Pinto can 
process it and the faster you will 
have the results at home.  
 
If the DNA results come back 
inconclusive, we contact the owner, 
for a new sample and a retest. A 
mistake is always possible. These 
costs are for the owner, so a proper 
registration application is also in your 
own best interest.  
When you register a horse with the 
BPS, is it mandatory to be a member 
yourself. If you are not a member yet, you will 
automatically become one. The registration form provides 
us with enough information to do so. 
All forms can be found on the BPS website, under 
downloads.   

From top to bottom: Application form membership, 
application form registration, AES sketch form. 
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Additionally, when filing out a registration 

form: 

□ Hair sample and 

copy pedigree 

father (sample 

collected by a 

veterinarian or 

licensed chipper) 

□ If available, a 

copy of the 

passport, when 

coming from a 

different 

studbook 

 

Checklist registration with proof of breeding: 

□ Fully filled out registration form or 

proof of breeding 

□ Copy official pedigree mother 

□ Hair sample foal + mother, collected by 

veterinarian or licensed chipper 

□ Fully filled out AES sketch  

□ Signature veterinarian or licensed 

chipper 

□ 
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